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Perception of appearance of different materials and objects is a complex psychophysical phenomenon
and its neurophysiological and behavioral mechanisms are far from being fully understood. The various
appearance attributes are usually studied separately. In addition, no comprehensive and functional total
appearance modelling has been done up-to date. We have conducted experiments using physical
objects asking observers to describe the objects and carry out visual tasks. The process has been
videotaped and analysed qualitatively using the Grounded Theory Analysis, a qualitative researc h
methodology from social science. In this work, we construct a qualitative model of this data and compare
it to material appearance models. The model highlights the impact of the conditions of observation, and
the necessity of a reference and comparison for adequate assessment of material appearance. Then
we formulate a set of research hypotheses. While our model only describes our data, the hypotheses
could be general if they are verified by quantitative studies. In order to assess the potential
generalisation of the model, the hypotheses are discussed in context of different quantitative state-ofthe-art works.
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Introduction
We observe the emergence of new way s to fabricate objects and materials, such as 3D printing [1]
and adv anced surface processing [2 -3]. Object manufacturing is also related to digital edition and
design [4]. Both need to be supported by an adequate descrip tion of material appearance. This
description may be produced with a phy sical measurement and its correlation with human perception
but could also be related to semantic communication. A further challenge comes with the development
of programmable matter [5-7]. We foresee that an object's appearance will not be limited to the natural
appearance of the material it is made of, but also an object may have an ev olving shape, that impacts its
appearance. Therefore, description, quantification, and communication of appearance are important.
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According to the ASTM E284-1 7 , Standard Terminology of Appearance [8], the appearance of an
object is "the collected visual aspects of an object or a scene "; while perceived appearance is
defined as "the visual perception of an object, including size, shape, color, texture, gloss, transparency,
opacity, etc., separately or integrated." The same dictionary highlights that "appearance, including
the appearance of objects, materials, and light sources, is of importance in many art s, industries, and
scientific disciplines." Appearance is a complex phenomenon that is far from being comprehensively
understood. Considering its complex nature, it is usually broken down into various attributes that entail
only particular dimensions of appearance. The CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage,
International Commission on Illumination) defines colour, gloss, translucency and tex ture as four
major appearance attributes [9].
Appearance has long been a point of scholarly interest from physical [10-11] (e.g. solving radiative
transfer equation [1 2]), psychological [1 3], and philosophical [1 4-15] points of v iew. Hunter and Harold
[1 0] prov ided the first significant summary of appearance measurement techniques, which aim "to
obtain numbers that are representative of the way objects and materials look". Howev er, they consider
that comprehensive analyses of total appearance is impossible and impractical and argue that, at least,
"measurements of specific attributes of appearance can be exceedingly useful and economically
important". Their work is far from modelling total appearance and prov ides little guidance on the
correlation between metrology and perception.
Practical aspects of total appearance by Hutchings [1 4-1 5] focused on unify ing knowledge of
appearance from science disciplines and arts, which "can be based on a quantitative understanding of
the basic perceptions of form, colour, translucency, gloss, and movement." He describes and structures
sev en factors that influence total appe arance [1 4, 1 6]: appearance images; immediate env ironment
factors; inherited and learned responses to specifics; receptor mechanisms; design; object properties,
and light source properties and defines it as: "total appearance combines a description of the
appearance of each element of a scene... w ith a personal interpretation of the total scene in term of its
recognition and expectation". Eugène [1 3] highlights the definition recommended by the CIE "the total
appearance points out the visual aspects of objects and scenes" [9]. On a semantic lev el, Eugène
considers appearance measurement challenging, because it inv olves subjective judgment and argues
that "a goal of making measurements that ensures appropriate quality control in the manufacturing
process is probably achievable, but the measurement process w ill be multidimensional, product
specific and probably application specific". Choudhury [11] also reviewed total appearance as a concept
and described a four-step flow of total appearance from molecular composition of an object to the high
lev el cognitive interpretation of appearance by a human observer .
Despite those attempts, the objects' total appearance is so difficult that most research focuses on the
total appearance of a material. Most recent quantit ative studies aim to prov ide a correlation model
between optical properties and perception of a single appearance attribute (e.g. [1 7 ]). Works in
computer graphics, vision, and metrology focus on v ery narrow specific cases and provide a quantitative
analy sis of particular appearance attributes [1 8-25], or inv estigate the role of image attributes on
appearance, e.g. [26]. Many are based on psy chophysical studies with human subject inv olvement.
Howev er, the constraints imposed on the experimental conditions o f those works limit, in general, their
relev ance in real life, such as, the v iewing condition in colorimetry. The majority of these studies are
based on images, either sy nthetic [23, 25] or real [27 -29], shown on displays with no possibility for
phy sical interaction. Wherever physical samples are used [30 -31], interaction and possible observation
geometries are still strictly constrained. While the attributes are studied separately, it is unlikely that
indiv idual attributes of appearance are independent, e. g. transparency may impact gloss perception
[32]. Furthermore, there is inconsistency in terminology. On the one hand, terminology differs across
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communities, e.g. texture in computer graphics refers to the image mapped on a mesh, while in the
context of tex tiles, texture is primarily a tactile attribute describing surface geometry. On the other
hand, terminology can also be ambiguous within the field of appearance, e.g. translucency,
transparency, perceived translucency or opacity are sometimes used interchangeably, as in [25], which
can impact the ex perimental observations. Further work is needed to develop a quantitative model .
In parallel to the many quantitative studies, we propose building a qualitative model of material
appearance outlining general processes to formulate relevant research hy potheses. Analy sing and
testing those hy potheses reveals more details of total appearance mechanisms, including people’s
behav iour to assess appearance, the way they perceive and communicate appearance. We hy pothesise
that appearance is a social interaction, between an object in a scene and a person, or between two
persons communicating about one object in a scene. Therefore, we approach the problem from a social
science perspective and inv estigate how subjects inte ract with objects and communicate with other
people. For this purpose, we conducted an ex periment and applied the Grounded Theory Analysis [33],
deriv ed from the Grounded Theory Approach [34-35], to the data collected. This method belongs to the
class of inductiv e research methods 1 . We conducted the ex periment using phy sical objects from the
Plastique artwork [39] comprising resin spheres, cuboids, and complex female bust sculptures with
different mix es of colorants and surface roughness properties. The pro cess and the results were
v ideotaped and then analysed.
In the nex t section, we introduce the experiment. Then, we develop the qualitative model of our data.
From this observation, we formulate research hy potheses and discuss them. We conclude by
highlighting the potential limitations of this work.

Materials and methods: the social experiment
We conducted an ex periment based on an interview format, which consisted of 1 1 v isual tasks where
the observer was asked to interact with physical objects, describe them and explain their choices (both
rationales and actions). The experimenter asked additional questions to clarify the motives of particular
actions, and to disambiguate the interpretation of the concepts by the participant. The study was
reported to and approved by the NSD - Norwegian Centre for Research Data (project number 59754).
Stim uli
Generating the proper v isual stimuli for the social interaction was one of the fundamental challenges
in the preparation process. This study is based on real physical objects and this choice is discussed in
Appendix 1. The objects belong to the artwork collection Plastique that was commissioned to the
independent artist Aurore Deniel from “Aden Keramikk” 2 . Technical details of production, and a
description of the collection and subsequent analysis of the creation process are reported in [39]. The
objects in the artwork are made of resin and come in three different shapes (cuboid, spherical, and
complex female bust), v arious colorant mixtures (from achromatic to blue a nd y ellow), and three levels
of surface coarseness (also referred to as roughness).

1

A n example and method description in English can be found in e.g. [36], many other examples of studies can be found in the
lit erature, focusing on diverse social aspects, such as [37-38].
2

A den Keramikk website, https://auroredeniel.wixsite.com/adenraku – last accessed 21 November 2019.
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Experim ental protocol
The interv iews were held in two rooms with different mix ed illuminations from direct sunlight
(subject to weather conditions) and artificial fluores cent lighting sy stems. The illumination was
measured with a photometer at the beginning and at the end of the interv iew to record changes of
v iewing conditions. The desk, where the objects were introduced to the participant, contained some
potential visual references: a white sheet of paper, a checkerboard and a pen with text on it. We expected
the observer to use them as a background of reference for appearance assessment. The observers were
not ex plicitly instructed to use these objects to preserve their natural behav iour. Additionally, the
checkerboard could serve geometric calibration for the camera positions .

Figure 1: A Bird’s-Eye Representation of the Experimental Setup. The natural illumination incident
from the windows is mixed with the artificial light incident from the ceiling (not shown). The different angles of
the two cameras helped us analyse the behaviour of the observers.

People had complete freedom to interact with the objects, to touch and move them. The entire process
was v ideotaped by two cameras (Figure 1 ), from front and side, to detect all potentially interesting
mov ements and facial expressions. 17 observers, 11 males and 6 females, participated in the e xperiment.
All of them were proficient in English. 1 2 of them had a scientific background related to colo ur, v ision,
and appearance studies; 2 participants had an artistic background, while 3 observers were considered
naïv e. Their age ranged between 24 and 60, with 34 being the median age. One participant was colour
deficient, the others performed the interv iew with corrected -to-normal vision, when needed. The
ex periment was conducted between March and May 201 8. The ex periment was arranged during the
day , in order to hav e direct sunlight in the room. On av erage, illuminance at the table in the beginning
of the ex periment was 1 512 lux and colour temperature was 5306 K, the standard dev iation among all
ex periments was 7 66 lux and 61 5 K, respectively. In additi on, illuminance difference and colour
temperature difference between starting and ending point of each interview was on av erage 683 lux and
497 K, respectively. We assume that some changes in participants’ behaviour might be related to the
amount or quality of incoming light (e.g. using artificial light source for translucency assessment rather
than sunlight or v ice versa).
1 2 observers were interviewed by one interviewer and the other 5 by another one. Although the social
interaction, particularly the conversation between the participant and the ex perimenter, was subject to
improv isation and indiv idual dev elopment, the ex periment followed a well -defined routine. The
observers went through 1 1 tasks inv olving set of objects grouped in 9 box es (Figure 2). Two boxes were
used twice, although this was not rev ealed to the participants. In the first task (box Q), observers were
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asked to cluster 48 cuboid objects in any way they considered natural. We wanted to observe whether
one particular appearance attribute was predominant in a grouping task. In the second task (box C),
observers were asked to arrange fiv e different y ellow spheres in a meaningful way , i.e. creating some
ordering sy stem for them. Afterwards, they were given additional objects with different shap e, colour,
and other attributes, to be placed into their ordering system. With this ex periment, we tried to explore
potential appearance ordering systems. Tasks 3 through 10 were composed of two parts. First, observers
were asked for a semantic description of the objects without touching them. The second implied ranking
them by either glossiness (boxes X, M, P, A) or translucency (boxes F, X, A, Z). It is worth mentioning
that the phrase "how light is going through" was used instead of "translucency", to av oid potential
confusion by the term. The experiment was concluded with a binary opaque/non -opaque classification
of six spherical objects (box T) with and without high intensity directional flashlight .

Figure 2: The Nine Sets of Objects. The nine sets of objects have been used for eleven tasks throughout the
experiment. The single letter identifiers of the boxes are completely arbitrary. The figure has been reproduced
from [40]. Reprinted with permission of I S&T: The Society for I maging S cience and Technology sole copyright
owners of, “ CI C26: Twenty-sixth Color and I maging Conference 2018” .

Data analysis
The data collection process was followed by a thorough data analysis that consisted of three stages :
1.

Two independent manual transcriptions of the collected data, i.e. more than 20 hours of v ideo
materials, were performed. This includes transcribing speech, as well as taking notes on behavio ur
and mov ements.

2. We performed a quantitative study on the results of the tasks by frequency analy sis. This analysis
was independent from transcription and was based on the task results recorded throughout the
ex periment. The quantitative data were presented and discussed at conferences [32, 40 -41].
3. The qualitative analysis was based on the transcribed material using the Grounded Theory Analysis.
Those observations were augmented and strengthened by the results of the quantitative analysis.

Qualitative model of material appearance assessment
We used the Grounded Theory Analysis [33], derived from the Grounded Theory Approach [34-35],
to analy se the data. The method includes a comprehensive description of the observations and labelling
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them with codes (coding step). We watched the v ideotaped experiments (around 20 hours of v ideo),
manually ex tracted all observations, and labelled them accordingly. Later, conceptually similar
observations are grouped into categories (categorisation step). For instance, we observed that if the
object is lit from behind or if it is placed on a tex tured background, it can lo ok more translucent. These
observations are grouped together into the "Conditions of Observ ation" category. Those categories
were carefully designed, defined and consolidated - in particular, they were consolidated with the
quantification of some of the observations. Afterwards, we identified how different categories interact
with each other (co-linking step) that eventually leads to modelling through the integration, where we
redefined and refined what we observed. The process led to theorisation. According to the Grounded
Theory Analysis as described in [33], theorisation is a process that is more adv anced than a mere
description of observation (more conceptual and better structured), yet still anchored in the
observation, but far from a general theory. The potential of generalisation towards a theory of our
theorisation is discussed in the nex t sections. The coding part was performed two times independently
by two persons. The categories were consolidated and revised, and the subsequent steps were conducted
jointly .
The main reason for choosing this method is that the result, while qualitative, should guarantee to be
strongly rooted in the data, and there are security mechanisms that av oid falling into an indiv idual
interpretation, e.g. the v erification that all the codes are belonging to at least one category. Another
reason is that this method is known to allow the ex perimenter to improve his or her understanding of
the phenomenon to be studied, and the authors of this article benefited greatly from this c ollateral
effect.
Definition of categories
We hav e identified the following categories that encapsulate all the codes observed in the codification
step:
1.

Object is a giv en sample to be considered for a particular task. It is v ery stable because its intr insic
parameters are static (e.g. shape, surface, size, but also specific light effect). However, it is dy namic
at the same time because its appearance may v ary depending on the conditions of observation .

2. Conditions of Observ ation is a set of ex trinsic factors that permit the observation, contribute to
the appearance of a giv en object and the communication of it. Conditions of observation is the place
and an indiv idual observer (illumination geometry and spectral power distribution, experimental
room interior, v iewing angle, personal v ision, phy siological condition and mood, background,
v ocabulary pool, etc.) - We want to highlight that observer is not a separate category but part of the
conditions of observation. We are presenting an objective cross -observer generic model
representing a task-motivated material assessment process. The way a subjective psychological or
phy siological condition of the observer contributes to the overall process is by nature no different
from illumination geometry or other external conditions of observation
3. Methodology is a stable sy stematic way to act and make decisions towards completion of a task.
Methodology can be based on intuition or experience, and it could converge and be revised after
trial and failure (calls Learning and Adaptation).
4. Com parison is an action that permits judgement of the objects by referring to something else,
making assessment relative to a Reference. Similarities and differences are judged either with an
arbitrarily chosen reference or among differe nt states of the object itself, that becomes the
reference.
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5. Reference is the observation, memory, concept, etc. an object or a set of objects are compared
with. This is one of the most important categories when we want to discuss measurement of
appearance.
6. Vocabulary Search is the process to identify and select the right Vocabulary in order to
communicate and express the perceived appearance of a giv en object or set of objects. In the process
of Vocabulary Search, different methodologies might be applied, including, but not limited to,
citing standard definitions from the literature, recalling familiar objects from memory in order to
draw parallels, or looking up for proper words on the Internet.
7 . Vocabulary is a selected set of words, like adjectives, nouns, phrases (e.g. "blown-up glass") - all
attributes and labels used to describe the appearance of a giv en object or set of objects. The selection
of this set is deriv ed from the Vocabulary Search and serv es as a basis for the Sem antic
Description.
8. Sem antic Description consists of tentatives to name, or to describe the appearance of one given
object or a giv en set of objects.
9. Com pletion of a Visual T ask is a process to successfully perform a giv en mission that relies on
the analy sis of the visual appearance of a giv en set of objects but also on the Task Interpretation.
10. T ask is a giv en mission an observer is instructed to accomplish by an Ex perimenter. We used
those tasks to lead the interviews.
11. Ex perimenter is a person, in our case one of the authors of the paper, who introduces tasks to the
observers and guides the entire process by oral communication with an observer. The
communication and interaction with an observer were subject to individual improvisation by the
ex perimenter. Thus, this impacted the data and made all ex periments unique.
12. Structure Ex pectation is an assumption by an observer that there exists a structure in the data.
This structure, that may or may not exist, will be used as a cue to perform the task, instead of, or in
addition to, relying on v isual qualities. This implies that the participant assumes that there is an
ex pectation or a solution known by the experimenter, which was not the case.
13. T ask Interpretation is a decoding process of the oral description of the task conv eyed by the
Ex perimenter. The observer tries to understand what they are ex pected to do and selects a
Methodology to reach the goal.
14. Decision-making is a general approach that leads the observer to the strategy on how to perform
a T ask that inv olves freedom of interpretation. This was not observed in all ex periments, because
some tasks were less prone to interpretation.
15. Learning and Adaptation is a function of time affecting actions of the observer. It impacts the
processes we have observed. As the observer interacts with the c orpus of data, their understanding
of the data is refined based on the recently acquired experience. Secondary v isual attributes, like
scratches and imperfections start to be taken into account, leading potentially to refinement in
Methodology. Observers start recognising similarities with the part of the corpus already studied
and behav e accordingly. It can have a positive impact and facilitate the task completion or a negative
impact related to exhaustion, shortcut or overconfidence .
Definition of the qualitative m odel
The resulting model of the data is illustrated in Figure 3. The model consists of two blocks. The pivotal
v isual part unfolds the flow of the process from introduction of the object towards the completion of a
particular mission. An aux iliary decision-making part describes all the factors that could impact a
methodology selection in the process of task performance. It is worth mentioning that the decisionmaking part only impacts the result of the ex periment, i.e. what we observe by the frequency analysis,
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but does not change the model and the flow of the processes itself. The structure of the model is
independent of the observer and the task.
The Object is observed in certain Conditions of Observation. The combination of both categories
creates in fact the core of the sensory perception of the object by a person. While the Object has some
absolute properties, total appearance is impacted by the v arious Conditions of Observ ation.
Any thing that can impact the perception of the appearance of an object is consid ered a Condition of
Observ ation. While usually conditions impact the object appearance, the interaction is both -ways, as
an object could also impact the conditions (e.g. produce caustics, ev oke particular memories). The
category Methodology is at the heart of the observation. In fact, we observed how the participants
perform the task and describe their actions and decisions. Indeed, the Object and Conditions of
Observ ation constrain the Methodology. However, we observed that there are major contributions
from Com parison and the Decision-Making which define or constrain the Methodology, and in
our data, they might be as important as the perception part because they are v ery general. Both of them
are induced by the Task giv en to the observer. The Comparison is required to analyse the samples,
and this is done by Reference to something. As we shall see, the observation that a reference is
sy stematically used is a crucial piece of information, which is both very positive from a perspective of
metrology, but also a great challenge when it comes to selection of an appropriate reference. Decisionm aking is required when a T ask leav es room for interpretation, and is based on the Task
Interpretation. It is closely related to the T ask itself, the way it is conv eyed by the Ex perimenter,
and constrained by the Structure Ex pectation on the data. The latter was observed in our
ex periment, but it is hard to anticipate whether this will be observed in a more free context. Observers
applied v arious decision-making models to come up with an efficient strategy and select a particular
Methodology to complete a mission [41]. Based on the Methodology, the visual task is solved and
the observer reaches the Completion of a Visual T ask. We also observe that the Methodology is
used to structure the Vocabulary Search, that led to a selection of Vocabulary used to come up with
a Sem antic Description. Sev eral methodologies were observed to be pre-selected, in order to find,
choose, and convey the Vocabulary necessary for Sem antic Description. Sem antic Description
can be a substantial prerequisite for the Completion of a Visual T ask. We observed that subjects
tend to describe objects in the process of Completion of a Visual Task even if they are not explicitly
instructed to do so. In order to assess appearance, they seem to construct a semantic image of the target
in their mind with or without ex plicit oral ex pression. In addition, the description of the objects might
already include the draft solution of the v isual task (for instance, object A is described as glossier than
B and as less glossy than C, while the v isual task is to rank the three by glossiness). Finally, we should
highlight that a significant impact of Learning and Adaptation was observed throughout the
ex periment and it impacts all other categories.
Verification and analysis
In order to demonstrate how the model is rooted in the data, we describe an ex ample case in
Appendix 2, where the observer is asked to rank fiv e spheres by their glossiness. We recall that this
model is a model of our data. However, it is interesting to study how those data compares to general
models of material or object appearance by Hutchings [1 6], Choudhury [1 1], and Eugène [1 3]. They all
referred to the scene context, supported by the CIE definition that also includes scene concept into the
total appearance [9, 13]. In our data we can observe how this context is v erbali sed by the observers. The
context is summarised in the Conditions of Observ ation. These conditions were experienced by the
observer, but explicitly mentioned only when these conditions constrained successful completion of the
task. Otherwise, the impact of the scene was encapsulated in the Sem antic Description and in the
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Com pletion of a Visual T ask. For example, observers ranked an object by gloss, using distinctnessof-image gloss when the light was low enough, without further discussing the environment. However,
when intense direct sunlight made it impossible to observe distin ctness-of-image gloss, the observers
discussed the scene and mentioned that the sunlight in the scene made task completion difficult .

Figure 3: Qualitative Model of Material Appearance Assessment. The primary Visual Part of the
model details the flow of the process from introduction of an object in particular conditions to semantic
description of its appearance and completion of a visual task using this object. Auxiliary Decision -making part
illustrates categories impacting methodology selection in the Visual Part, while Learning and Adaptation
impacts the entire process as a function of time (f(t)).

Eugène [1 3] supports the idea of total appearance implying higher lev el semantics, for instance
concepts like, "v isually assessed safety ", "v isual identific ation of the scene", "v isually assessed
usefulness of the scene" etc. in addition to Hunter’s attributes. In our data, this appears in the
Sem antic Description when observers describe the objects as "like food", "fragile", "pricy ". In
addition to appearance attributes, they also referred to high lev el semantics, like usefulness
("decoration", "soap"), safety ("fragile"), in order to ex press and communicate the a ppearance of the
objects and materials.
Apart from that, Hutchings considers that "there are two classes of appearance images: the impact
(or Gestalt) image, and the sensory image. The impact image is the initial perception of the object plus
an initial opinion or judgment." [1 6] This is also pr esent in our model, where the sensory image is
limited by the Object and the Conditions of Observ ation. This is also the case for Choudhury’s
model [1 1], where the three first stages correspond to the sensory image of Hutchings and the fourth
one is related to higher cognitive interpretation. Choudhury also emphasi ses the phy siological
phenomena as an ex planation of the process, which we do not consider.
To conclude on those comparisons, it appears that the works discussed above focus much more on
the sensory analysis, while we observe more on the human behav iour, semantic description, decisionmaking and task-solv ing than them. Compared to their works on those aspects, which are a formulation
of opinions, what we observe is rooted in our data. Our model is centred around the completion of a
v isual task, while there is no motive of appearance interpretation introduced in those other works. We,
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howev er, all agree on the idea that conditions of observation (including environmental or individual
background aspects of a human subject) have a tremendous impact on perceived appearance .

Three key behavioural observations
The om nipresence of a reference
Comparison with a reference turned out to be a piv otal point of all methodologies applied for v isual
task performance, as well as for semantic description. The reference varied and was any of the following,
but perhaps not limited to :
a) Comparison to the appearance of another object (e.g. comparing two objects to decide which one is
glossier).
b) Comparison of the appearance of the same object under different conditions of observation (e.g.
mov e an object from shadow to direct sunlight to assess its translucency).
c) Comparison of the perception of the background through the object or by direct v iew (e.g. try to
read a tex t through the object and see how much is it distorted to assess transparency).
d) Comparison to memory of familiar objects (e.g. comparison with an appearance of a fav ourite
childhood candy).
e) Comparison to a hy pothetical idealistic object or material (e.g. comparison of a glossy object to a
perfect mirror).
f)

Comparison to a definition (e.g. "gloss, n. — angular selectivity of reflectance, inv olving surfacereflected light, responsible for the degree to which reflected highlights or images of objects may be
seen as superimposed on a surface" [8] - thus, only the surface is analysed, rather than the actual
sensation of gloss).
Comparison with a reference is a measurement process. The standardi sation of this reference as a

unit of measurement is the fundamental aspect of metrology. In order to quantify and communicate
v isual appearance, subjects need such a reference that will be used for quantification of the appearance.
If one does not ex ist, we hav e observed that they try to create one themselves. However, the process to
come up with a standard is difficult. For instance, a standard for length implies the usage of one unit,
and a standard for speed is based on two units (distance and time), while the standard for appearance
should regard many components considering the complicated nature of appearance as a phenomenon.
Ev en though the selection of references is v ery subjective by nature, the process is still conditioned by
the phy sical world. We hav e observed that people without much training perform surprisingly well on
complex tasks that are impossible nowadays for machines and tools [27 , 29, 42]. We believe that in case
appropriate physical measures and references are used, we should be able to mimic this ability. Even
though Eugène [1 3] argues that "it is unlikely that any physical scale called "appearance" w ill be
possible", he admits that "it is necessary to find physical parameters that can be measured and the
most obvious area for exploitation is that described in terms of the optical properties ". References vary
depending on the context: comparison can be with a local reference (e.g. with another object), or with
a global reference (e.g. the appearance of marble according to the subject’s memory); comparison can
be with objective things (e.g. definition of b lue), as well as subjective ones (e.g. a gummy bear that tastes
v ery good). However, communication of appearance requires generali sation and some objectivity - in
most cases, we hav e a common understanding and agreement on the definition of the words we us e to
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communicate appearance (e.g. "green" refers to a set of colours most of the general populace agree upon
with some marginal ex ceptions, e.g. [43]).
When global references are not enough for a given visual task, the Human V isual Sy stem (HVS)
might use a local reference. Simultaneous contrast and dy namic range adaptation are a good
demonstration of this. We hav e observed in our data that the reference is floating, i.e. v arying across
situations. We believe that this can be a general pattern for material a ppearance assessment. In other
words, the reference could be application-, material-, or situation-specific. We hav e observed that
references have been selected based on the peculiarities of a giv en scene. When observers were asked to
assess the translucency of an object, they usually looked through the object towards the brightest light
source (usually the sun), comparing the original appearance with the appearance of the same object
under back-lit illumination geometry (back-lit geometry is ty pically used for measuring "through
translucency" [44] or transmission of translucent materials [45]). When the sunlight was not v isible
observers tended to use an artificial light source of the room instead. Change of reference depending on
the illuminance of the artificial light sources has also been observed in [46]. As this was subject to
presence of the bright light source, some observers also mov ed their fingers behind the object
comparing the cues between blocked and non-blocked light source conditions. This supports the notion
that illumination and room interior, i.e. Conditions of Observation, impact Methodology, thus
reference selection. Back-lit illumination geometry has been already demonstrated to increase the
perceived translucency of the materials [23, 25].
Although the HV S is v ery sensitive, it is not capable of standalone quantitative measurements.
Humans can discriminate perhaps 5 to 1 0 million colo urs when seen side-by-side [47 ]. However, when
the stimuli are seen with long time interv als, it is difficult to tell the difference, unless the difference is
v ery large - proposedly, our memory stores only around 300 colours [1 0]. While memory as a global
reference has limited capacity, presence of a local reference in a particular point of time, could
dramatically enhance the discriminative capabilities of the HV S.
For such a high dimensional problem, probably the reference should not be very different from the
target. Deborah [48] addresses the importance of reference selection in the context of spectr al
differences, considering it an important aspect for a metrological hy perspectral image analy sis. The
author represents an image as spectral sets falling within a conv ex hull and argues that if the reference
is far outside of the conv ex hull, the distanc e to all cluster centres will be nearly identical and
discrimination will be poor. Drawing a parallel with appearance, we have observed that a transparent
reference medium is a poor measure of apparent translucency differences [49].
Fleming discusses "statistical appearance models" as a potential mechanism for material appearance
perception [50]. The author argues that instead of estimating physical properties of materials, our visual
sy stem identifies salient features of a giv en material and creates an int ernal generative model to
estimate how these features behav e (i.e. v ary across conditions), in order to identify a material in
different contexts. The model "seeks to discover in w hat w ays different material samples look different
from one another", where comparison process and need for a reference seems inevitable. He further
argues that our brain tries to characterise systematic changes in the look of materials and the model is
"refined and corrected through experience with other samples ". This process highlights the importance
of reference in material perception, and resembles searching for the optimal reference in our data. The
author also describes two piv otal forms of material perception: estimation - assessment of potential
characteristics, and catego risation – assigning a particular label or material name. Considering his
ex planation that "material estimation is the process of establishing the true position of a given sample
within the feature space, and material categorization is the process of ident ifying the boundaries
separating different classes of material", it becomes obvious that neither process is possible without
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comparison with a reference. Furthermore, material perception as a categorisation process has another
interesting aspect - it implies "access to stored knowledge about other members of the same class".
This phenomenon has been observed in our data and we describe it as a reference to memory.
Multisensory im pact on appearance
While reference selection and change might imply direct in teraction with the object, the interaction
can itself prov ide additional information for appearance assessment, because relying on v isual stimuli
might still not be enough for material identification, as demonstrated in [51 ]. We noticed that observers
frequently failed to guess the material without touching the object, ev en though they could move
themselves and inspect fix ed objects from v arious v iewpoints. Multisensory information, like auditory
(knocking objects on the table), tactile information (examining the surface with a finger), or weighting
them by hand, hav e been used to identify material and to describe it [52]. Howev er, it is worth
mentioning that after some time, observers demonstrated adaptation, as they got familiari sed with the
dataset and concluded that the collection is composed of resin materials only.
Choudhury notes that "although visual perception apparently seems to be independent of human
sensation, some properties are perceived in different w ays by more than one sense. Individual visual
attributes may arise from combination of signals from different senses " [1 1 ]. Limited multisensory
interaction in computer graphics might lead to material metamerism and unrealistically large constancy
of appearance attributes [52]. This supports our id ea that physical objects are important for studying
appearance. While we hav e observed in our data that multisensory information facilitates material
identification, neither of the following is clear: whether material identification impacts the perception
of the appearance, or whether auditory or tactile information impacts v isual appearance. For instance,
does the object identified as glass look glossier because this is a ty pical look for glassy objects? Or if we
feel with our finger that the surface of a material is smooth, will it look glossier? It has been shown that
priors and ex pectations regarding familiar -looking materials might actually impact the perception of
v arious mechanical and optical properties of materials [53]. To what ex tent this applies to v isual
appearance attributes definitely deserves further study.
Sem antic aspects
Analy sis of the semantic description has also revealed interesting trends. In [41 ] we hav e introduced
a hierarchy of the criteria used to assess appearance similarity. Interestingly, it resembles to the
v ocabulary used for semantic description of the appearance of the objects. The observers have taken
different approaches for semantic description that could be diversified into several categories either by
tactics, scale, or semantics of the description.
T actics: 1 . Material identification (e.g. amber, ice, silicate, glass, plastic) 2. Attribute-based (glossy,
blue, transparent) 3. Familiar object and function identification (e.g. soap, fortune -telling crystal ball,
souv enir sold in shops, eraser) 4. Any combination of the previous.
Scale: 1 . Absolute (describe just the object) 2. Relative (glossier than this; rougher than that surface).
Sem antically: 1 . Description as quantification of appearance attributes - the same routine for all
objects, e.g. "this object is blue and somewhat glossy". 2. Description as a creative process (comparison
with unusual stuff like sorcery; analy sing and describing impact of artefacts on caustic formation;
conv eying appearance with emotions, like "this looks boring").
All these approaches to semantic description involve comparison with v arious references. It is worth
noting that selecting the attributes to communicate the appearance might be dependent on the
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similarity or dissimilarity within the corpus. For ex ample, when the shape of all objects under question
was identical, shape was mentioned less frequently in semantic description than in the cases, where
observers had to describe objects with different shapes.

Formulation of the research hypotheses
While the abov e discussion refers to our data only, the model and the observations might be general
to some ex tent. We formulate 20 research hy potheses (H1-H20 in the rest of the paper), which, if
v alidated quantitatively, can help us to understand the generality and the limits of our model. The
v erification of the hy potheses is usually based on quantitative ex periments. Some related experiments
are already reported in the literature and we use this literature to hav e a critical reading on those
hy potheses. We want to make clear that the v erification of the hypotheses do not challenge the existence
of the qualitative model, since this is a model of the collected data.
Reference
H1: It is possible to m easure and predict perceived appearance. There should be
reference(s) and comparison protocol(s), presumably specific to a giv en material and conditions, that
permit objective instrumental measurement of perceived appearance. The c ritical challenge is to
discover these references and comparison protocols.
H2: Hum an subjects limit one comparison to a single reference at a discrete point of
tim e in appearance assessment process. We hav e observed that oftentimes, ranking, clustering
and ordering visual tasks were broken down into several pair -comparison tasks. For instance, when a
subject was asked to rank objects by glossiness, they compared a giv en object with other objects
indiv idually, one by one.
H3: A general appearance ordering sy stem (empirical) cannot exist in sensibly low
dim ensions. It should be either application specific, local, or most probably unintelligibly high
dimensional. If such system would ever exist, it will be strongly non-uniform by nature. There have been
sev eral studies in context of material appearance, where n manually selected attributes, i.e. features,
hav e been quantified psy chophysically to learn how materials relate with one another in a giv en ndimensional feature space [28, 52, 54]. However, it is obser ved in [41 ] that a manually defined system
often fails to accommodate new out-of-the-corpus objects
Conditions of observation
H4: Multisensory inform ation and interaction level im pact the robustness of
appearance constancy. On multiple occasions we obser ved multisensory impact on v isual
assessment. Although v isual information is unarguably essential to visual appearance, the role of other
senses is y et to be understood. It has been shown that different senses, such as v isual, tactile and
olfactory impact each other in aesthetics impression [55], object recognition [56 ], material
identification [57 -58] and material perception [59]. However, the ex act way multisensory information
contributes to v isual appearance is not understood y et.
Object
H5: Shape difference can dramatically impact appearance difference even for identical
m aterials. This observation is consistent with the state-of-the-art. V angorp et al. [60] illustrated that
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difference in shape, particularly tesselated geometry, diminishes material matching accuracy and
comparison is easier between identical shapes. It also impacts perceived translucency differences [49].
As perceptual attributes, such as gloss [61-63] or lightness [64] v ary across shapes, it is no surprise that
total appearance is also impacted.
H6: Confusion between subsurface and surface scattering m ight lead to equivalent
appearance through different physical m aterial properties. We believ e this point boils down
to the question whether the HV S can separate contributions of surface and subsurface scattering to the
image information. If this is not the case, it could support our proposal that translucency impacts
gloss perception . We think the confusion can be minimal for gloss if a sharp image of the
env ironment is reflected from the surface, which is subject to presence of well-structured real-world
illumination [65]. However, the orientation of the reflected image can also cause confusion between
transmission and reflection phenomena [66].
Translucency perception
H7 : T he am ount of transmitted light and preserv ation of the light structure after
transm ission are independent, but core dimensions for translucency assessment. From
the perspective of hard metrology, this observation can be related to concepts such as, direct, diffuse
and total transmittance, as well as clarity and haze [9, 45]. Howev er, perceptual dimensions of
translucency are y et to be understood. In a translucency classification system proposed by Gerardin et
al. [67 ] independent orthogonal dimensions of diffusion a nd absorption are roughly equivalent to these
quantities. Howev er, the authors argue that increasing scattering (i.e. diminishing light structure
preservation) makes transparent material to some ex tent translucent and finally opaque; while
increasing absorption (i.e. amount of light) does not cause translucency and ranges from transparency
to opacity without translucency in between. This is contradictory to some of our observations that
people consider absorbing objects less translucent, even in case of ide ntical scattering properties. We
hav e observed that the assessm ent procedure of perceptual translucency difference
depends on the subjective interpretation of the term and needs to be standardi sed.
H8: A giv en m aterial looks more translucent when an objec t m ade of it has thin parts.
This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 4. The observers considering objects with thin-parts more
translucent, instead of referring to low level image cues, explicitly mention that they understand and
see that the light is being transmitted through the object. This can be an indication that Fleming and
Bülthoff’s [25] conclusion that the HV S does not inv ert optics to assess translucency might not hold for
thin objects. In general, shorter the distance a photon needs to travel t hrough a medium, easier to detect
light transmission. Scale and thickness of the object impact perceived translucency and thin parts, such
as edges, are usually informative translucency cues [17 , 25]. In addition, thin parts, such as fine surface
details and bumps, might blur the background image and make transparent materials appear
translucent (Figure 5). Therefore, this hypothesis can be reformulated as a more general statement that
object shape and size im pact perceived translucency of the m aterial .
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Figure 4: Three Blue Objects Used in the Experiment. The cuboid and the female sculpture have equal
density of the blue colorants, while the sphere has less blue colorants in the volume. On the other hand, the
surface coarseness of the sphere and the sculpture is identical, while the cuboid has rougher surf ace than the
other two. Combination of the two factors, led the vast majority of the observers to consider the cuboid least
translucent. On the other hand, there was no statistically significant difference in apparent translucency of the
sphere and the female sculpture, despite higher density of the colorants in the latter. This can be explained with
the fact that a sphere has a dense shape, while the sculpture has thin parts letting the light through .

Figure 5: Same Material, Different Transparency. Although the material is identical in both objects,
meso-scale geometry of the right objects removes see-through cues impacting perceived transparency and
translucency of the material and object. The images have been reproduced from [49]. Rep rinted with
permission of I S&T: The Society for I maging Science and Technology sole copyright owners of, “ CI C27:
Twenty-seventh Color and I maging Conference 2019” .

H9: Back-lit is a preferred lighting geometry for translucency assessm ent. We have
observed that observers tend to locate the illumination source in the scene (ty pically the sun in our
context) and look towards it through the object to assess translucency. One interpretation of this
behav iour can be a potential attempt to invert optics and observe transmission. Xiao et al. [23] have
shown that materials ty pically look more translucent when they are back -lit. The magnitude of
difference between translucent and opaque objects is expected to be larger in this condition and moving
them from front- to backlight has stronger impact on translucent objects’ appearance, as translucent
objects, unlike opaque ones, start to shine or glow on the backlight. This is related to the above discussed notion of comparison with a reference. A typical reference can be the appearance of the same
object under different illumination conditions. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that
transparent objects might look less transparent on a high -illuminance backlight, as observers do not
see the scene through the object due to the limited dy namic range of the HV S [46].
H10: Dy namic and heterogeneous backgrounds enhance perceived translucency or
transparency. We hav e observed that human observers frequently use object and background relative
motion to estimate light transmission properties of a material. This implies both - mov ing an object
ov er a heterogeneous background, e.g. checkerboard, as well as mov ing background objects behind a
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static object, e.g. moving one’s own fingers or a pen behind the object. While in a sta tic scene the HVS
has a reduced ability to separate reflection and transmission components of the v isual stimulus, human
subjects try to observe and estimate the magnitude of the changes induced by the background change.
Commercial measurement systems measure transmission from a static point perspective (e.g. ISO
1 3468 for plastics [68]) limiting the capability of measured quantities to adequately describe v isual
sensation in real life encounters.
H11: Lightness impacts perceived translucency (lighter objects look m ore translucent).
Many translucent materials, such as snow, cream, milk, wax and soap, are ty pically light -coloured and
hav e diffusiv e, hazy appearance usually described by observers as "milky ". Therefore, "milkiness" of
light-coloured objects might be the cause for perceived translucency (refer to Figure 6). Lightness has
been shown to be correlated with luminance [69, 7 0]. Subsurface scattering can contribute to luminance
and highly scattering media usually look lighter. Howev er, lightness inform ation alone cannot be
discriminative enough for assessing translucency. Marlow et al. [7 1] demonstrated that if luminance
gradients co-vary with surface geometry, surface looks opaque, while if luminance information seems
independent from surface geometry, perception of subsurface scattering is ev oked. This indicates that
in addition to lightness, interpretation of the 3D shape is also inv olved .

Figure 6: “Milky” Translucent-looking Objects. With their light and "milky" appearance, the objects
evoke perception of translucency in some human observers.

H12: Glossiness impacts translucency perception. Some of our observers considered glossy
objects more translucent. It has been shown that gloss enhances perception of translucency [7 2] and
realism of translucency appearance (refer to Figure 8 in [25]), proposedly because many translucent
materials we interact with on a daily basis are glossy and "the human visual system may "expect"
translucent materials to exhibit specular reflections" [25]. Hence, contribution of gloss to translucency
perception might come down to the material identification problem. Schmid et al. [7 3] propose that
neural aspects of gloss perception should be addressed in the context of material identification.
Howev er, the role of material association should be taken with care. Some materials (e.g. glass) appear
glossy and translucent, but others (e.g. metals) can be glossy and opaque [28, 54].
H13: Presence of caustics is a cue to assess translucency and m ay increase perceived
degree of translucency. We noticed that caustics were often used as a cue for translucency and
transparency assessment by the observers, and in some scenes, might be the sole cue to translucency of
the material, as illustrated in Figure 7. Caustic pattern project ed by an object onto a different surface
contains interesting information regarding its properties (refer to the top image in Figure 8). It was
shown that when the floor and the caustic pattern projected onto it are removed, the material i s judged
less translucent [7 4].
Gloss perception
H14: T ranslucency impacts the perceived glossiness of an object. We observed that glossbased ranking has been possible for the objects with identical surface reflectance but different
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translucency. It has been demonstrated that translucency can impact gloss and the magnitude of this
impact depends on the shape and surface roughness of the object [7 5]. Translucent objects with complex
shape might produce highlights that originate from in side the medium - like, internal reflections,
scattering and caustics. Considering the limit of the dy namic range perceived by the HV S, these
highlights might be mistaken for specular reflections ev oking glossiness perception [32], as shown in
Figure 8. Objects can look very glassy and glossy due to internal reflections and caustics even if specular
reflections are negligible (refer to Figure 8 in [51 ]). Additionally, Pellacini et al. [7 6] have shown that
contrast between specular and non-specular regions is an important factor for gloss "light colored
surfaces appearing less glossy than dark ones having the same finish ". The amount of subsurface
scattering can affect lightness of the non-specular regions, while having little impact on specular ones.
Hence, for some shapes, they can modulate contrast gloss of translucent objects [7 5] .

Figure 7: Translucency and Caustics. Caustic pattern might provide information regarding color and
light transmission properties of the material. For object E, it is the sole cue that makes us deduce the material is
translucent. The figure has been reproduced from [46]. Reprinted with permission of I S&T: The Society for
I maging Science and Technology sole copyright owners of, “ CI C27: Twenty -seventh Color and I maging
Conference 2019” .

Figure 8: Objects Used in Gloss Ranking Experiments. We identified three groups of people: those
who tied all spheres (top image) due to similarity in surface coarseness (35.29% of the observers); those who
considered translucent objects more glossy, because of higher luminance and "shininess" (35.29%); and those
who considered opaque ones glossier due to higher contrast and more visible distinctness -of-image gloss on
them (29.42%). I n the follow -up experiment with female sculptures (bottom image) the majority of the
observers (78.50%) stated that the transparent ones were glossier. [32] The complex macro -geometry of the
surface made it impossible to observe distinctness-of-image gloss, while these objects produced complex caustic
patterns that could be mistaken for specular reflections. The top image has been reproduced from [40].
Reprinted with permission of I S&T: The Society for I maging Science and Technology sole copyright owners of,
“ CI C26: Twenty-sixth Color and I maging Conference 2018” .
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H15: Com plex shape makes m aterials look glossier. Some observers noted that a complex
bust figure looked glossier than a sphere and a cube, because it shines more and has more specular
regions. The state-of-the-art shows that shape c an considerably impact gloss perception, even if surface
reflectance is identical. It has been shown that surface reflectance constancy of the HV S fails across
shapes [22] and perceived gloss is correlated with perceived surface bumpiness [62 -63, 77]. However,
we see two challenges that need to be addressed:


What is the threshold between shape change and surface change? What scale do we mean with
the hy pothesis mentioned earlier? Can we really change a shape without changing a surface,
and if so, to what ex tent can we change shape not to impact the surface?



All shape changes are due to a manipulation of a controlled parameter (e.g. RMS height
dev iation). Can we hav e a shape descriptor statistic that could predict the glossiness of a given
material for any random shape?

H16: Motion facilitates gloss perception. We hav e observed that motion was widely used for
glossiness estimation by the observers. They either moved their head or moved the objects to monitor
the motion of the highlights. This is consistent with the state-of-the-art. Impact of head motion has
been already observed to be important for gloss, as "temporal changes of the retinal image caused by
the observer’s head motion" and "image differences between the two ey es in stereo v iewing" both
significantly increase perceived gloss [7 8]. Motion seemingly helps the HV S distinguish specular
reflections and surface texture. Unlike texture, specular reflections remain static relative to the observer
on rotating spheres [7 9] and "objects with normal specula r motion to appear shinier than those with
sticky reflections" [80]. Motion improves gloss constancy [80] and can ev en increase the magnitude of
perceived gloss [81 ].
Opacity perception
H17 : Opacity does not imply a complete absence of transmission. We hav e observed that
some objects manifesting translucency cues when ex posed to high illuminance directional backlight
were considered opaque under diffuse and low intensity illumination. While perceived opacity is
proposedly impacted by the amount of transmitted light, the latter itself depends on the amount of light
incident on the back side of the object. The amount of transmission tolerated for classifying the object
opaque v aried across observers. We concluded that opacity perception or more likely th e interpretation
of the concept depends on the thresholds that are floating and subjective by nature. The same trend was
observed in [46]. Moreover, Marlow et al. [7 1] argue that the HV S relies on the co -variance between
shading and surface orientation for distinction between translucent and opaque objects. They
demonstrated that optically translucent object might look opaque “if the light transported through the
material accidentally preserves the co-variation of intensity and surface orientation”, as if it was a
result of reflection rather than transmission which again supports our hy pothesis that opacity can be
perceived even if subsurface scattering event occurs.
Appearance attributes an d subjective material properties
H18: Glossy objects look m ore fragile and precious. Glossy objects with the complex shape
hav e been described as fragile, expensive and precious. Our observations are partially consistent with
the state-of-the-art. Fujisaki et al. [82] found that for wooden materials gloss and ex pensiveness are
positiv ely correlated. Contrasting results hav e been reported on the correlation between gloss and
fragility , which was either positive [28] or negative [54] on different occasions. Additional role can be
play ed with the positive correlation between glossiness and prettiness [52, 54], although some authors
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found no significant correlation between the two [28, 82]. We believe material identification is also an
important factor, as metal, glass, and plastic can all be very glossy, they are not necessarily perceived
equally fragile, neither equally precious. Material recognition and semantic interpretation of objects’
function hav e been major contributing factors to subjective perceptual qualities in our ex periment.
Although observers, by v isual inspection, described glossy bust figures as glass or precious stone
decorations “found in a fancy store” (per contra, spheres have been described as an "ice ball", "candy ",
or a "billiard ball"), the auditory and tactile information made them revise their descriptions ("ah, this
sounds like a cheap plastic" noted an observer after knocking the figure on the table).
H19: Darker objects look heav ier. This phenomenon is correlated with brightness-weight
illusion meaning that when lifted, a light-coloured object feels heavier than a darker object of the same
mass, because of the anticipation that darker objects are generally heav ier [83]. Bullough [84]
demonstrated that darker-coloured objects are perceived heavier, proposing an explanation that darker
colours ev oke a perception of "more of it", potentially referring to "more pigments". Interestingly, our
observers provided similar justification. This finding has been supported by numerous studies [85 -87].
Another intriguing ex planation is that in English the same adje ctive light is used to describe both
properties - low weight and high brightness [85].
Artefacts
H20: Com plex surface geometry can m ask imperfections and artefacts. We hav e observed
that scratches, bubbles and other imperfections were mentioned more often when describing spheres
and cuboids, and rarely for a complex bust shape. Considering that the retinal image is actually a 2D
projection of the 3D object, we believe this phenomenon is related to the concept of v isual masking in
image quality, when noise is more apparent in homogeneous parts of the image, while it gets masked in
high frequency areas [88].

Conclusions
While the v ast majority of appearance studies focus on either instrumental measurement or
psy chophysics, we analy sed material appearance from a social science perspective. We propose that
appearance is a social interaction that implies communication. We hav e conducted interviews where
people were asked to perform v isual tasks on objects of different appearances, describe the objects,
ex plain their actions and interact with the interv iewer and the objects. Those interv iews were
v ideotaped. This large collection of data was analy sed with the Grounded The ory Analysis and we
constructed a model to have a structured representation of the observations. This qualitative model and
its implications were described in the corresponding section. We conducted an analy tical survey of the
literature in the perspective of this model, and formalised future research hy potheses. In particular, we
found that selecting a reference and the comparison with this reference have been the essential
instruments for appearance assessment and communication in our scenario. In this wo rk we addressed
the appearance of objects, which have context, rather than the appearance of abstract materials.
Our results are to be taken with care because no level of generalisation can be assumed or stated from
the specific research methodology we used. Indeed, we used an inductive research method, while
deductive research methods are more common in the study of appearance. The observations are limited
to the conducted ex periment, but when we compared our work with the state of the art, we found
encouraging echoes.
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Further quantitative v erification of the hy potheses is a straightforward follow up of this work.
Psy chophysical experimental design might also benefit from our behavioural observations on natural
way s of object appearance assessment. For instance, the use of ex tended reality technologies might
permit more freedom in future experimental processes.
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Appendix 1
Different ways to display stim uli in appearance research
There are three way s to generate the v isual stimuli: direct v iew to the real phy sical objects,
photographing the real objects, and using computer graphics to generate synthetic images. However,
the way s to present them to the observer are two: either present the obj ect directly, or to display it
through an intermediate medium - e.g. computer display or V R headset. By presenting the stimulus on
an intermediary display the dimensionality of the stimulus reduces (e.g. from infinite dimensions in a
natural scene to 5D in 2D display ed colour image). Therefore, the way of stimuli introduction should be
carefully chosen. The adv antages and disadvantages of different methods for displaying the stimuli are
summarised in Table A1 .
Table A1: Advantages and disadvantages of using tangible and displayed stimuli.

Physical
Objects

Displayed
Images

Virtual
Reality

49

Advantages
 Subjects can freely interact with the
physical objects - i.e. possibility to
apply all behavioural patterns we use
in our daily lives for appearance
assessment (move head, move object).
 Multisensory information is present
(e.g. tactile, auditory).
 Binocular vision.
 Realistic environment.
 Artefacts make objects realistic.
 In the real world we have access to full
scene context that is often not possible
in graphics.
 Full control of the material parameters
(e.g. phase function, absorption and
scattering) and scene (illumination,
background).
 Simplicity of manipulation of any
material or scene parameters.
 Relatively low cost of
production/generation.
 Better reproducibility.
 Easier to share the data across the
scientific community.
 Realistic photographs can be used.
 Free from aging effects.
 All display-related advantages apply to
VR as well.
 VR might enable binocularity and
motion.
 More realistic interactivity than in case
of displays.
 Not affected by the ambient
illumination.
 Less distraction from the ambience.

h t tps://www.aic-color.org/

Disadvantages
 Difficult to model, measure, and replicate.
 High cost of manufacturing.
 Unpredictable effects of aging.
 Unwanted artefacts.
 Risk of damaging.
 Limited access across the scientific
community.
 Limited reproducibility of the experiments
(due to access, aging).

 Graphic rendering is based on a model that
might be limited and might significantly
impact result of the experiment. Physically
based rendering is extremely timeconsuming.
 It is very difficult to relate a radiate image
and stimuli to the optical model due to
digitisation of the information and
calibration of the display. If it is relative to
display (and full calibration, even though
might be reproducible), it is still not
correlated to the opti cal model.
 Many factors, like resolution, colour gamut
or heterogeneity of the display might impact
the results.
 Dynamic range of the displays are lower.
 Interactivity is limited in computer graphics.
 Multisensory information is absent, or
extremely limited.
 Often no stereo vision is possible.
 The environment is often unrealistic in
computer graphics (e.g. neutral grey
background).
 No virtual system replicates fully the
complex lighting environments we
ISSN 2227-1309
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Disadvantages
encounter in real lives, especially
characterising directional spectral variation
in natural environments.
 Lack of imperfections in computer graphics
not only reduce naturalness of the stimuli,
also undermines robustness of the models
built based on them.
 While photographs are realistic and superior
to synthetic stimuli in several abovementioned aspects, they do not contain the
information regarding the physical material
properties, and we are limited to image
statistics extraction.
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Appendix 2
An exam ple of the observations, with the transcript, the action perform ed and their
interpretation within the m odel
We introduced 1 5 categories that unify conceptually similar observations. Afterwards, we also
presented the qualitative model that not only shows how the categories relate with one another, but also
ex plains the entire pipeline of the material appearance assessment in context of our tasks. At first
glance, it might be ambiguous in what way the v ideotaped experiment is processed using the Grounded
Theory Analysis. In order to illustrate ex actly how the mode l is rooted in the data, below we present a
detailed transcript of the 6.5 -minute excerpt from the actual ex periment where the observer tries to
rank fiv e spheres by glossiness (refer to Table A 2). The first column shows the time frame (in mm:ss
format) the comments in the corresponding row are referring to. The second column contains the
speech from a giv en time frame - either quoted, or paraphrased. The third column describes the actions
happening within a giv en time frame. The fourth column comments the content and ex plains the
process in context of our model.
Table A2: An example task transcript illustrating how the model describes the data .

Time

Speech

Action

Comment

00:00
to
00:20

The experimenter introduces
objects to the observer.

The experimenter puts
objects in front of the
observer.

Object enters the scene under
given Conditions of Observation.
The Experimenter starts
impacting the process.
The appearance perception is
evoked by the combination of
two factors: characteristics of the
Object, and the Conditions of
Observation, like illumination
conditions.
The Experimenter contributes to
Task Interpretation. The
experimenter means that the
observer has already seen similar
objects in previous tasks, and
Learning and Adaptation
facilitates the process.
The observer has come up with a
particular Methodology (that
involves assessment of the
caustic pattern). He needs a
Reference for Comparison. In this
case, he compares appearance of
the two objects between the two
observation geometries (when
moving the head), where the
Reference is the appearance in
normal sitting condition that is
compared with the appearance of
the same object seen with a head
tilted to the side. For Semantic
Description, the observer needs
Vocabulary Search. His

00:20
to

The observer starts
inspecting the objects.

00:30

00:30

The experimenter says that
as the observer has got used
to this dataset, he can again
describe them by
appearance.

to
00:45

00:45
to

Observer describes: ”even
without taking them and
looking through them
towards the sun, which is an
usual way for translucency,
even without that, I see that
this is yellowish and very
translucent, these are
opaque, opaque I do not
know color, bluish and
somewhat translucent,
orange and very
translucent”.

01:20
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Observer moves his head to
the sides while examining
objects. Points one by one to
the caustics of the objects
with an index finger, while
describing the appearance.
The judgement is based
solely on the caustic pattern
projected onto the table.
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01:25
to
01:35

01:35
to
01:47

01:47
to
02:28

02:28
to
02:45

02:45
to
02:55

52

The experimenter asks: ”so,
you put them against light,
so you can see the shadow in
front of you as a colour
palette?”. The observer
confirms.
The observer continues
description: ”well, they are
pretty glossy. No texture,
they have all spherical
shape”.

The observer continues
description: ”I see some kind
of artifacts. Here the
scratches are deeper. This
one has more severe
artifacts. Apart from
artifacts, they are all glossy,
those three are translucent,
those two are opaque. They
differ in colour, yellowish,
this is kind of yellow too,
orange, dark blue, light blue.
”
The experimenter introduces
the visual task: ”now I will
ask you a very specific task.
Rank them by glossiness
again. As you said, they are
very glossy, so it might be
more difficult. ”
”That’s true” - the observer
admits the task is difficult.
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professional background in
material appearance is a
Condition of Observation that
contributes to his Methodology
and Vocabulary Search, coming
up with a particular Vocabulary
that is composed of appearance
attribute terminology related to
colour, and light transmittance
properties. When exact word was
not found with Vocabulary
Search, the Comparison with the
nearest Reference is used to
express uncertainty, like words
”yellowish”, ”bluish”, and
”somewhat translucent”.
The Experimenter clarifies the
Task Interpretation and selected
Methodology.

The observer moves his head
to the sides, looks from the
top to observe the image in
the reflections.

Observer picks one object
and looks closely. Then picks
the next one.

The Vocabulary is still strongly
impacted by the Conditions of
Observation - the background of
the observer, and the illumination
conditions in the room. The
observer continues using
Comparison between two
observation geometries.
As the time passes, Learning and
Adaptation helps the observer to
include more details in the
Semantic Description.

The Task is presented.
Experimenter conveys the
message and the observer starts
Task Interpretation.

The observer picks two
objects up, and looks at
them from the side, holding
them next to each other.

The observer has Structure
Expectation. The task is
considered ”difficult”, because
the observer assumes the ranking
should be possible and there is
the ”right answer”, even though
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02:55
to
03:16

The observer continues
picking pairs of objects and
inspecting them. Comparing
each other.
The observer puts two
spheres next to the third
one, and compares the
three.
The observer moves his hand
atop the objects, and looks
at the reflections.

03:26
to
03:31
03:31
to
03:41

Observer: ”this is I think the
most glossy one, without
considering the artifacts.”

03:41
to
03:46
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all objects look ”very glossy”. This
impacts the rest of Task
Interpretation. After Task
Interpretation, the observer has
taken his time for DecisionMaking and came up with a
Methodology (that will be refined
over time due to Learning and
Adaptation). The observer clearly
needs a Reference for
Comparison to quantify
appearance of a particular object.
So, he picks two objects and
compares them against each
other.
This is a pure improvisation by
the Experimenter that impacts
Task Interpretation and further
Decision-making.

Experimenter gives further
instructions: ”one thing you
could consider is artifacts, if
you can’t find any other
difference; but, first of all, I
want to ask you to classify
without taking them into
account.”

03:16
to
03:21
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The observer picks the dark
blue object and examines
from close. Then puts it on
the right hand side of the
table, as being ranked
glossiest.
Puts his hand close to the
sphere surface and observes
closely. Then puts the blue
one next to the one ranked

Comparison with a Reference.

Comparison with a Reference.

New details appear in selected
Methodology. In addition to
picking objects up and comparing
them, the observer starts a
different kind of Comparison with
a different Reference - he
compares reflection image on the
same sphere among several
conditions - among several
positions of his hand. According
to the selected Methodology,
better the hand movement is
depicted in the surface reflection
image, glossier the object.
The Semantic Description is
regularly used for Completion of
a Visual Task.
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first. Then chooses the third
one.
03:46
to
04:02

04:02
to
04:08
04:08
to
04:18
04:18
to
04:28

The observer explains his
decisions: ”these specular
reflections look the same on
all of them. Except for the
damaged areas. The way I
am going to classify them is
whether I see myself on
them. Whether it has a
mirror effect or not. ”
Experimenter: ”so you are
not using specular effect, but
how you can use them as a
mirror.”
Observer: ”yes, I tried to use
specular reflections, but they
all look the same.”

54

The Experimenter clarifies the
Task Interpretation and selected
Methodology.

The observer blocks direct
sunlight with his hands
towards two translucent
spheres, and looks at them in
the shadow. Then picks them
up and inspects closely.
The observer takes decision
one of them is glossier. Puts
it on the fourth place, while
the last one is put on the
fifth place.

04:28
to
04:35

04:35
to
04:40
04:40
to
06:14

The observer explains the
Methodology, and the Decisionmaking process that lead him to
this particular Methodology.

Experimenter: artifacts
would have changed this
order, or not?
The observer explains the
process: ”it depends how
you look at it. At first, I did
not pay attention to them,
because I know they are not
intended to be there. So, I
judged just the normal part.
But between this two”, points to the last two ones ”when I did not have any
other choice, because I
couldn’t use them as a
mirror, and specular
reflections are same, so I
look at them and decided
which one has more
damaged areas that reflects
less light. It’s very very last
cue, I looked specular
reflections first of all, but
they are the same. Then I
saw my gloves on this one
[glossiest one], here it’s a bit
blurry [second and third
h t tps://www.aic-color.org/

Picks the two objects again
and shows the areas, which
do not reflect in a specular
direction due to scratches.

The combination of Object and
Conditions of Observation have
impacted Methodology selection.
Again, Comparison with a
Reference in several conditions.

The Comparison with a Reference
using particular Methodology
leads to Visual Task Completion.

The observer explains the
Methodology, and the Decisionmaking process that lead him to
this particular Methodology. Also
names particular References
used.
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ones]”, - moves his hand
atop the object. ”And here
[two least glossy ones] very
little bit. Here (first two
ones), I even see my face,
while here [last two ones], I
just see my gloves when I
bring it very close to the
surface.”
06:14
to
06:30
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The experimenter thanks the
observer, the result is
recorded (photographed),
and they switch to a new
task.
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